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All empires collapse eventually, and America is no exception. Their reign ends when they are

defeated by a larger, and more powerful enemy, or when their financing runs out.From the author of

CYBER WARFARE and EMP: Electromagnetic Pulse, Bobby Akart undertakes a detailed review of

the history of empires and nation-states, and their ultimate demise.ECONOMIC COLLAPSE is a

primer on the reality that our nation will ultimately perish at the hands of economic and societal

collapse. The United States economy can collapse as a result of our own government&apos;s

mismanagement of our national debt or external factors such as a global financial meltdown, an

attack on the US Dollar, and other predictable events. Why do you think the Federal Reserve is so

frightened of raising interest rates despite apparent underlying inflation data? Our economy is a

house of cards. We are just a few steps away from a collapse of the dollar and hyperinflation.History

is replete with the rise and fall of empires. Are Americans so arrogant, or oblivious, to realize that we

are in a stage of decline and collapse? Some of the signs of decline include a downward cultural

spiral, an over-reliance on government and the inability to protect the integrity of a nation&apos;s

borders. Sound familiar?All empires collapse eventually. There have been no exceptions in the

history of humanity.None. All empires end when a more vigorous empire defeats them--or when

their financing runs out.Because you never know when the day before, is the day before. Prepare

for tomorrow! ABOUT THE PREPPING FOR TOMORROW SERIES Freedom Preppers came

together in 2011 to share research with others on the subject of prepping. Originally designed as an

informational website, FreedomPreppers.com quickly grew in prominence as its articles on

preparedness were shared around the web. The goal of the Prepping for Tomorrow series is

twofold. First, provide a detailed analysis of the threats we face as Americans. Second, give new

and seasoned preppers alike the opportunity to enhance their preparedness plan with this

knowledge.
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I found the material to be not only well written but scary. As a person on a fixed income coming from

Uncle Sam, the ideas expressed scare the heck out of me. I began reading with the hope that the

author didn't know what he was talking about but wound up finally with the idea that I need to do

something to ensure my family is as safe as possible from what looks like an inevitable economic

meltdown in the not too distant future.

OMG!! The guru of prepping has given us more information to prepare for disaster. This time he has

provided us information for an economic collapse. Bobby Akart's newest installment in the Prepping

for Tomorrow series really brings it home. I have said it before and I will say it again, Bobby is a

prepping prophet. Take heed of his knowledge and use it to be better understand the world we live

in and how volatile it is. A collapse event could happen at anytime whether it be economic, EMP or

a cyber attack. If you have not read any of the Prepping for Tomorrow series please do so and be

better prepared.

Throughout this series Bobby has down an outstanding job of breaking down possible collapse

scenarios. He does a great job of not making it sound like a lecture. Prepping has become a way of

life for many of us. This series reinforces why we prep.

Bobby Akart's best yet in the Prepping for Tomorrow series. He makes the economic nightmare

scenario in our world understandable and very real. His writing encompasses both the historic and



current events that can cause an economic collapse. The use of examples throughout the book, like

the 5 Thomas Cole paintings "Rise and Fall of Empires", enable the reader to picture the various

possibilities and how they relate to the world today. Bobby explains the problems and various

potential solutions and then asks how ready are you for an Economic Collapse? This book is a

keeper for me and I am sure I will refer back to it many times.

Bobby Akart has systematically brought us through explanations of 'Cyber Warfare' and 'EMP's with

accurate and fact-based data. This newest book, in the Prepping for Tomorrow series gives an in

depth look into another collapse event. Specifically, an Economic Collapse.This book starts

appropriately with a clear and concise explanation of economics. Well, as well as economics can be

explained! Mr. Akart then dives into historic collapses of seemingly infallible empires and allows the

reader to consider multiple faults for such events. The informative narration as to our own economy

with an initial basis on gold and how our American economy now, in comparison to other countries,

is absolutely illuminating.Many aspects of economic conditions and warning signs are put in 'easy to

read' and 'easy to understand' models and examples. The entire book is frightening prophetic in a

way that only Bobby Akart excels. An important book to read and reflect upon...and implement your

own personal preparations for what will come. Extremely well done!

The most important of the Prepping for Tomorrow series, IMHO, because regardless of what

country/what primary currency you are using, the very real and pressing danger applies to all, as the

world of finance has become so terribly interdependent. The copious examples from history are

much more than I learned in school, and as a result of reading the book cover to cover over the

course of a couple of hours, I am having crucial discussions with my family addressing the

shortcomings in our family plan and situation. This is a very good book ans belongs in every high

school.
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